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Overview: 

Punaschotter Conglomerate 

• Onset of deposition has a 

range of a few million years 

(3-6 Ma) around Puna Plateau

• Represents a change from 

fluvial to alluvial environment 

(climactic change)

• Deposited in multiple basins 

bordering the Puna Plateau

Punaschotter Conglomerate in 

the Fiambalá basin 

• Punaschotter Conglomerate 

deposition varies by ~100 000 

years 

• Basal contacts of the 

Punaschotter conglomerate 

are both transitional and 

unconformable 

• Tectonically active in the 

Neogene and Quaternary

(Schoenbohm et al., 2015)

GOAL: Identify the cause of variation in 

timing of the Punaschotter 

conglomerate deposition in the 

Fiambalá Basin

1. Localized deformation – The initiation of faulting and folding leads to the localized
deposition of Punaschotter conglomerate in different parts of the basin.

➢ How it is identified: A general trend of older ages observed where a greater amount of
deformation has been experienced. This is based on the conclusion that more deformation or
greater fault displacement indicates an earlier onset of deformation.

Early  Early Later 

2. Paleogeography – widespread fan outlet spacing and slow sedimentation rates results
in older ages close to fan centers and younger ages on fan peripheries.

➢ How it is identified: A variation in age at the lowest stratigraphic position of Punaschotter
conglomerate where there is a transitional contact, in addition to constant sedimentation rate
across the basin.

Controls on Deposition

Three main controls of Punaschotter conglomerate deposition are focused on as mechanisms 

to explain the variation in age of Punaschotter deposition:  

3. Stochastic Erosion (Incomplete record) – Stochastic erosional events at
different areas in the basin remove sections of older material from the fans, resulting in an
apparent younger depositional ages

➢ How it is identified: younger basal ages of Punaschotter will be associated with angular
unconformities, or sedimentation rates will be different in certain locations in the basin
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Cross Sections H and I

The Guanchin and Punaschotter

formations have a transitional

contact between sub horizonal

bedding in the northern section

of the map. A thrust fault places

Guanchin over Punaschotter on

the eastern side of each cross

section. The fault is responsible

for the anticline in the north.

Photo 1 shows the Black cross

bedded Guanchin formation

characteristic of the area. Photo

2 shows horizontal Punaschotter

Bedding.

Cross section F shows a prominent fold viewed in satellite imagery (Photo 5). The fold

is interpreted as a fault propagation fold, formed by a sub-surface thrust. The middle of

cross section G indicates deformation resultant from the same sub-surface thrust, likely

at a greater sub-surface depth. The middle of cross section G was heavily deformed,

indicated by shattered Punaschotter clasts and powdered matrix (Photo 6). The best

exposure to one of the prominent marker beds within the Punaschotter was at the west

edge of cross section F (Photo 7). This bed contains ash that will be dated, is traceable

from satellite images, and was seen in cross sections E, F, G and H. The bed is

predominantly sand mixed with ash and in some locations is tens of meters thick.

The most southern cross sections H and I show an

angular contact between the Punaschotter and

Guanchin formation. The large difference in angle of

bedding implies the Gaunchin and Tamberia had

experience uplift prior to Punaschotter deposition. A

west dipping fault in both cross sections was well

exposed in cross section H with a fault zone

orientation of 225/32 placing Tamberia formation

above Quaternary alluvium (photo 8). A second fault in

opposite east dipping orientation, places Punaschotter

on Tamberia in cross section I (photo 9). Photo 10 is

taken from the top of cross section H, looking south

and shows most of cross section I. The change in dip

at the approximate location of the fault, and the steeply

dipping Punaschotter bedding is viewed in photo 10.
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A fault and the resulting fault propagation fold

characterize cross sections C to E. The fold

orientation is opposite to what is expected for a

thrust dipping west. We assume the fold plunges

towards the north in response to the increase in

depth of the fault. The fault becomes sub surface in

between cross sections D and C resulting in a

gradational contact between the Punaschotter and

Guanchin in cross section C and a structural

contact between the Punaschotter and Guanchin

in the south. Photo 3 shows deformed clasts within

the Punaschotter at the fault, which represented the

Guanchin Punaschotter contact in cross section E.

Photo 4 is taken north of cross section D looking

south, showing the bedding of the fault and

corresponding fold in the Guanchin formation.
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Preliminary Interpretations and Future Work 

The three dated ashes progress from oldest to youngest moving north to south across the map.

Additionally, the amount of deformation in the basin increases from north to south. Based on

the assumption that more deformation implies an earlier onset of deformation, this trend

correlates to the three dated ashes. Therefore the ash dates suggest that the deposition of the

Punaschotter conglomerate is strongly tied to the onset of deformation in the basin, and

deposition began earlier in the south of the basin, than in the north.

Two additional dates will be added to the analysis. Both samples are stratigraphically high

within the Punaschotter formation and in some areas are stratigraphically above previous

samples. Additionally, one of the samples is of a thick marker bed that is traceable from cross

section E south to cross section H. The high stratigraphic location of new samples will allow

approximate sedimentation rates to be determined for certain locations in the basin. The

approximate sedimentation rates will be used to address further questions concerning

paleogeographic and stochastic affects on the Punaschotter deposition.

Fiambalá Basin Map

1. Sub horizontal bedding and low amounts of deformation are dominant features in the north of the map. A thrust fault places

Guanchin above Punaschotter at the eastern range front.

2. A fault controls the contact between Gaunchin and Punaschotter, which produces an anticline. The west limb of the anticline

is steeper than the east limb, which is opposite to the expected fault propagation fold orientation of a west dipping thrust.

3. An underlying thrust deforms the Punaschotter and is presented as an anticline – syncline pair of folds

4. Two thrusts of opposing dip orientation bound an anticline. The east dipping thrust places Punaschotter over Tamberia. The

west dipping thrust is within the Tamberia in Cross section I, and places Tamberia over Quaternary Alluvium further north in

cross section H.

5. The range bounding fault that divides Neogene sediment from the uplifted basement range. It extends along the western

edge of the map.

6. Multiple thrust faults and fold sequences show a large amount of deformation in the south of the basin. Mapping previously

completed by Carrapa et al (2008)

7. Uplifted Quaternary sediment close to the center of the basin indicates continued recent deformation within the basin
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